JERRY THE BLUEJAY
welcomes you to
CRAWFORD
STATE PARK
WE CAN KEEP OUR CAMPITES CLEAN BY PICKING UP OUR LITTER AND PUTTING IT IN A LITTER BAG.
CAN YOU FOLLOW THE RIGHT PATH TO FIND THE TRASH CAN.

YOU CLEAN UP OUT THE W</raw_text>
THINGS TO DO, SEE, OR USE
AT CRAWFORD STATE PARK.
WORD FIND

SUNSET, X, ABC, CYCLING, BAGPNATIONAL, PATTERN,
APICTION, TABLE, CAMP, BEAKERS, BAGPNATURAL, TRAIL,
BEACH, RSDDD, DEAVZHOSSYNIPNMSBAKD,
XQRETMTNAPURBDBIAWBLYCTZYXGAG,
MJKDHIURPITTERBCEICWCAPEFID,
FRERSERECYCLE, LETTEMTMIPTCTRISA,
PLAYARGUHTRECYLE, ESTEMJAAACRYM,
STNGPILOMASCHAKOBEOGINMGXUZ,
SEGDECKEILAKLAESHORPGANTENJ,
GEEPBBBOATBFLowersSBOAXCGENTQ,
PARTNICHSSFIRRINSBAASUNSRBIRT,
DONKLERHOUSRATTABLKGROUIODIRS,
JACKLIFECJACKETPOYCCYCLUXUDNTT,
CMRGROCOUERYRSAHCPFIRNRIS,
BEACTTRESBOWACADOCATEWILDLIFE,
PLAYGROUNRBASLITTERMILLIFALOP,
XISHINGMPSHELHERHPSBIRSLoseB,
BRDSREWOLCERLCPERFRNIGPDLES,
FISHINGPOLECANTIRAARRRING,
ICYCLAKCCRBAGNATURERAILPLAS,
ICNICTAYBIRSERMITEZUHBEACSUU,
JACKJACAMPHERELOWERSSRJNRINGSN,
PARSWIMIINETHERHOSSIAATENTABLES,
DANMBRITRRSCAPERMILYLSUNRISSEP,
PICNITABLELMPEREMCRLLITTERBTRL,
PLAGBETABISHOWERHOUSEUZZLECT,
HAVEFUNPOLITTEBAGSTATPAREDK,

BEACH, FISHING POLE, NATURE TRAIL,
BICYCLE, FLOWERS, PARK RANGER,
BIRDS, HAVE FUN, PERMITS,
BOAT, LAKE, PICNIC TABLE,
CAMPER, LICENSE, PLAYGROUND,
CAMPFIRE, LIFE JACKET, RECYCLE,
CAMPGROUND, LITTER BAG, SHOWER HOUSE,
DAM, NATURALIST, SHELTER,

We must
GLASS BOTTLES,
METAL DO
EDGES.
We must always keep our pets on a leash while visiting the park. The leash must be shorter that ten feet long.

If we ever leave our pets alone, they must be kept inside a camper or a kennel.
Always place your litter bag in a trash receptacle. This will keep the wind and wild animals from scattering it across the park.

Trees provide shade for you and home wildlife. Never hammer nails into park trees.
We should not disturb our neighboring campers with loud music.
Remember, the park quiet hours begin at 11:00 p.m.
You can help keep our lake clean by never throwing trash in the water. Always keep a litterbag in your boat.
CRAWFORD STATE PARK
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1. Area used to set up tent or park camper
2. Sandy place for swimming
3. When polluted water cause fish to die
4. Place to bathe at a campground
5. Large inland body of water
6. Outdoor area with swings, slides, etc
7. Recetpacle for garbage
8. Circular place to contain a campfire
9. _______ cans (hold beverages)
10. Crawford State Park is in the state of _______

DOWN
1. To use again
2. Having beauty
3. Contamination of soil, water, or air
4. Large buildings for picnicking
5. Ground, earth
6. Maintained and available for people to use
7. Small sack for trash
8. Activity that is fun and relaxing
9. Paths used for walking and hiking
10. Place to picnic or camp
11. Liquid in lake: common drinking fluid
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